BEST PRACTICES

Good Neighbor Program

Be aware of noise-sensitive areas,
especially residential communities
surrounding the airport.
Avoid flying low, especially at high
power settings, over these areas.
Avoid high rpm settings in the
pattern.
On takeoff, reduce to climb power as
soon as it is safe and practical to do
so.
Use low power approaches when
possible, and always avoid the low,
dragged-in approach.

ESN NOISE
ABATEMENT

FLY SAFE,
BE A GOOD NEIGHOR
Aviation statistics show that most
engine failures (with the exception of
fuel starvation) occur during take-off
with high power settings and landing
as power settings change. If your
engine(s) suddenly quit would you
rather be over open ground (as
recommended in these procedures) or
over developed areas with few
emergency landing sites?
As pilots operating at Easton Airport,
please fly as good neighbors to our
community.
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TRAFFIC PATTERNS
All aircraft operating into and out of
Easton Airport must follow the
preferred airport traffic patterns.
Traffic pattern is standard left hand
for Runways 15 & 4 and right hand for
Runways 22 & 33
Traffic pattern altitude for the airport
is 1,100 feet MSL for single-engine
and multi-engine piston aircraft and
1,600 feet MSL for turbine aircraft.
Helicopter traffic pattern is 500 feet
AGL avoiding congested areas and
flow of fixed wing traffic.
Helicopters must make every effort
to minimize overflight of residential
areas.
The Air Traffic Control tower will assign
pattern instructions based on real time
air traffic conditions. During busy
periods, air traffic control may deviate
from using preferred patterns to ensure
the highest level of flight safety.

VOLUNTARY NOISE ABATEMENT PROCEDURES FOR DEPARTURES
Unless issued specific control instructions by ATC, the following procedures are recommended:
RUNWAY 4: If traffic permits, make a slight left turn after departure to avoid overflying retirement community.
RUNWAY 22: Continue straight out or make a right turn to avoid overflight of the Town of Easton. Departures should avoid
overflight of the Town of Easton below 2000 ft.
Aircraft should avoid climbing out over the Town of Easton and residential areas near the airport to the extent possible.

